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LIGHT

NEW! Lightweight 
Technology

At Tech Sleeves, our mission is to be a reliable, technology leader while 
continually exceeding our customer’s expectations. 
We listen to our customer’s increasing needs and we provide solutions 
to the challenges they are facing.

Driven by our customer’s feedback, we researched and developed a 
new build-up formula that reduces the weight of our sleeves and
bridges, whilst improving the overall toughness and durability.

The Tech Pro Light printing sleeve is the next big thing in flexo!

ADVANTAGES OF OUR NEW FORMULA

Up to 40% Lighter sleeve Improved durability Stiffer and stronger sleeve

Advanced lightweight 
technology that reduces 
the weight of the sleeve, 

while its performance 
remains exceptional

Our new build-up formula 
contains lightweight 

dense foam, which offers 
dimensional form stability

and durability  

The hardened UV cured 
outer layer (82 ShoreD) 

makes our sleeves one of 
the stiffest in the flexo 

printing market.
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ADVANCED BUILD-UP FORMULA

Ground-breaking 
Lightweight technology 

Hardened UV cured outer layer

Tech Core Light Layer

Compressible Layer

Base Layer

• Up to 40% lighter sleeves and bridges

• Hard outer layer (82 ShoreD)

• Use of Derakane™ resin in UV-cured outer layer 

• UV curing technology

• High-pressure resistant

• Excellent form stability

• Minimized overall press bounce

• Durable and long-lasting sleeves

Expandable and extremely durable base 
layer (1mm) that contains Dyneema, the world’s
strongest fiber

High rebound resilience and 50% compressible 
without bulging

Lightweight core material designed to limit bounce and
 maximize durability

Exceptionally hard and stiff outer layer (82 ShD) with UV cured 
Derakane™ Vinyl Ester resin. The Derakane™ resin offers exceptional 
reliability, lower maintenance and extended life use

The Tech Pro Light range of sleeves and bridges uses lightweight technology which was 
co-developed with our sister company, AV Flexologic. Together the in-house developed 
machinery in combination with the TIR Sleeve Measurement System, automates the build-up 
process and offers a measuring accuracy of 1 micron.

A unique advantage of our new formula is the use of Derakane™ Vinyl Ester resin, which is used 
in applications requiring global consistency and proven performance, with a high resistance to 
oxidizing acids, and solvents.

Our latest innovation with the hardened UV cured Derakane™ resin outer layer is ready to 
revolutionize the flexographic industry creating one of the lightest, stiffest and stable sleeves on 
the market with weight savings of up to 40%.

WHY CHOOSE
TECH PRO LIGHT?
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